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The Health Research Authority 

The Health Research Authority (HRA) was established in December 2011 in England to 

promote and protect the interests of patients and the public in health research. We strive, 

with partners, to make sure the UK is a great place for health research. Recognising that 

many members of the public want the opportunity to participate in research, we aim to 

ensure that health research involving them is ethically reviewed and approved, that they are 

provided with the information that they need to help them decide whether they wish to take 

part, and that their opportunity to do so is maximised by simplifying the processes by which 

high quality research is assessed. In doing this, we will help to build both public confidence 

and participation in health research, and so improve the nation’s health. 

General comments: 

The HRA welcome the revised guidelines and their associated broadening of scope and 

merging of the “green” and “blue” books into a single document. However, the resulting 

document is extremely long and runs the risk that, in trying to be comprehensive and 

prescriptive, is unable to cover every eventuality. We would prefer that such guidelines state 

general ethical principles and values that can be applied in specific circumstances and thus 

promote flexible ethical thinking rather than adherence to strict rules. 

We note that much of the narrative is quite prescriptive and frequently uses the word “must” 

rather than the less prescriptive term “should”. At times the associated commentary provides 

caveats to the guideline indicating that “should” may indeed be the more accurate term. The 

document would benefit from an initial description of what is meant by the use of the terms 

“must”, “should” etc. and an indication of how “must” is to be interpreted (i.e. as a moral, 

legal or other imperative). We suggest that in the absence of any global pertinent legal 

imperative (given the wide audience that this document is aimed at) that the word “should” is 

to be preferred throughout. 

We note that the scope of the guidelines has been extended to include all health-related 

research with humans, which is welcome, but in doing so there is a danger that they do not 

support a proportionate approach. Whilst many of the guidelines will be highly appropriate 

for large scale clinical studies, they may not be appropriate for small scale academic studies. 

For example, is there an absolute imperative to ‘capacity build’ even where the research 

simply involves administering questionnaires in a developing country?  

We note that the guidelines do not specifically address the use of ionising radiation in 

research and suggest that this aspect of research and its associated ethical issues, including 

expert review of images and possible feedback of incidental findings, might usefully be 

addressed. 

Finally, We suggest that the guidelines might include a statement aimed at research 

regulators which frames their role as one which facilitates ethical research. Unnecessarily 

delaying scientifically sound and ethically responsible research is in itself unethical. 
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Specific comments/Suggestions for modifications.: 

 

Line Comment 
 

69 Training in research is also of social value (e.g. student research) 

122 It is not sufficiently clear how the statement “This requirement does not preclude 
capacity building or the provision of additional benefits to the population or 
community;” relates to the preceding sentence. 

148 Whilst we entirely sympathise with and support the intention behind the following 
statement “…the negotiation among stakeholders must include representatives in the 
community or country, including, where appropriate, the national government, the 
health ministry, local health authorities, relevant scientific and ethics groups, as well 
as members of the communities from which subjects are drawn, and non-
governmental organizations such as health advocacy groups” we do not believe that 
this should be a “must”. 

169 The statement that “successful outcomes of research that do not require approval by 
a regulatory agency must be implemented as soon as feasible” is too strict and may 
introduce a disproportionate burden upon researchers (if the burden is interpreted as 
falling upon the researcher/Sponsor of the research). For example, an academic 
researcher conducting an epidemiological study which showed that circumcision 
reduces the risk of HIV transmission would not have sufficient resources, knowledge, 
skills, infrastructure, capacity etc. to practically implement such an outcome. 

194 The term “must” in the sentence “capacity building must be a part of any research 
conducted in low-resource settings” is too strong and the word “should” is preferable. 

254 It could also be stated that “the broad inclusion of different social groups in research” 
also helps to ensure that the results are more likely to be generalisable. 

355 This paragraph may be in danger of overplaying the therapeutic benefits of research 
participation. For the majority of research trials the potential clinical benefits of the 
research intervention are uncertain, hence the need for the research trial. A position 
of equipoise should exist prior to the undertaking of any randomised clinical trial and 
it cannot be stated with absolute authority that “many investigational drugs in Phase 
III trials offer a prospect of individual benefit” as a significant percentage of new 
medicines involved in phase III trials do not go on to be licenced. 

376 It needs to be clearer that any “exemptions” regarding illegal activities of study 
participants may not apply where they relate to harm/abuse of third parties (e.g. 
children, vulnerable adults) or where national legislation or professional codes of 
conduct requires such disclosure. 

441   We do not agree with the simplistic statement that “Research ethics committees must 
be similarly vigilant about not permitting greater research risks in populations of 
patients who routinely undergo risky treatments or diagnostic procedures (for 
example cancer patients). Rather, risks in research must be compared to risks that 
an average, normal, healthy individual experiences in daily life or during routine 
examinations”. For example, in the context of radiation exposure for research 
purposes, the relative risk posed to late-stage oncology patients is less than it would 
be for healthy volunteers because of the oncology patients’ reduced life expectancy. 
The risks posed by research participation should be considered in the context of the 
individual patient (or group of patients to be recruited) and not the context of an 
idealised healthy person or persons.  

466 It may need to be made clearer whether the statement “Publishing such results could 
therefore stigmatize a group or expose its members to discrimination” advocates 
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withholding the publication of research results in such circumstances as it could be 
seen to be making such a claim.  

493   The phrase “established effective intervention” is too weak. It would allow comparison 
with an inferior, but effective, treatment rather the best currently available therapy.  

507 In the commentary it would be helpful to also address the use of cross-over trials. 

532 The same objection advanced above (re line 493) applies 

563 The term “placebo interventions” is to be preferred to “sham interventions” (see 
“When should placebo surgery as a control in clinical trials be carried out?” George et 
al. Bull R Coll Surg Engl 2016; 98: 80–81 
http://publishing.rcseng.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1308/rcsbull.2016.75)  

616 The phrase “a fraction above the minimal risk threshold and considered acceptable 
by a reasonable person” does not add further precision to the term “minor increase”. 

671 Section 6: it might be worth reiterating that people in low resource areas may sign up 
for trial after trial just to get medical care and the ethical implications of this for 
researchers. 

803 It might be acknowledged that in many societies “community leaders and 
representatives” will be exclusively male and it is therefore important to attempt to 
seek, wherever possible and in a sensitive manner, the views of women in such 
circumstances. 

819 The term “must” is disproportionate here:  “the community from which participants will 
be recruited must be consulted about research priorities, preferred trial designs, 
willingness to be involved in the set up and conduct of the study” 

848 The example given appears to be better understood as ‘persuasion’ rather than true 
‘engagement’. 

860 The requirement that “researchers must support experiments by patients or other 
individuals” is too strong as it appears to require that researchers actively monitor 
and police research activities conducted by patients or other individuals undertaken 
outside the traditional research framework. 

872     The statement that “Researchers and sponsors who plan to conduct research in 
these communities must contribute to capacity building for research and review” is 
too strong and disproportionate. The statement at line 895 then, correctly in our view, 
clarifies that “The kind and amount of capacity building reasonably required must be 
proportional to the magnitude of the research project. A brief epidemiological study 
involving only review of medical records, for example, would entail relatively little, if 
any…”. This statement contradicts the previous statement at 872 unless the term 
“must” is replaced with “should”. 

968 It should also be stated that information should be made available in a permanent 
and portable format suitable and appropriate for the participant group and/or specific 
individual (e.g. braille, video, audio etc.)  

995 The phrase “As a general rule” does not sit well with the stronger following statement 
“the participant must sign a consent form”. The signing of a consent form will not 
always be appropriate and so we prefer the word “should” or similar.  

1003 We do not see why information sheets might “resemble consent forms” which are 
deigned to simply document that informed consent has been provided (rather than to 
provide adequate information regarding the research to the participant). 

1254 The statement that “The protocol for every study using stored human biological 
materials and related data must be submitted to a research ethics committee” is not 
always necessary in the UK. If consent has been given to use the tissue for research, 
there is no legal requirement to obtain ethical approval for research carried out on 
licensed premises. The Licence gives authority to store the tissue for research. Any 
requirement for ethical approval depends on the policy of the organisation storing the 
tissue. If the tissue was taken from the living after 1 September 2006 and consent for 

http://publishing.rcseng.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1308/rcsbull.2016.75
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research has not been obtained, ethical approval for the research would be required. 
The tissue must also be anonymised to the researchers.  

1445 The term “unsolicited findings” would be better expressed as “incidental findings”. 

1504 This section (Guideline 13: Reimbursement and compensation for research 
participants) might benefit from guidance on payments to vulnerable groups, 
particularly prisoners. 

1519 The requirement (i.e. a “must”) that participants “must therefore be reasonably 
reimbursed for such expenses. In addition, participants must be appropriately 
compensated for the time spent and other inconveniences resulting from study 
participation” does not allow for the fact that participants may altruistically take part in 
research for no compensation/reimbursement provided that this is made clear to 
them prior to their agreeing to take part. 

1610 It is unclear whether this paragraph sufficiently allows for phase I oncology studies in 
which patients may be “harmed” but where this harm is foreseen due to the toxic 
nature of the treatment under investigation. It would not be immediately apparent that 
compensation should be paid in such circumstances. 

1685 Trafficked women, refugees and asylum seekers might also be helpfully referred to 
here. 

1751 The position adopted in the Mental Capacity Act 2005 (England & Wales) is 
considered helpful and might be added in this section i.e. that adults may be 
assumed to have capacity unless it is proved otherwise. 

1767 Our objection advanced above (re line 441) applies here also. 

1799 
 

This discussion should also include and stress the importance of not delaying the 
initiation of standard urgent treatment whilst attempting to locate a legally authorised 
representative. 

1823 We do not feel that the stipulation that “The researcher and the research ethics 
committee must agree to a maximum time of involvement of an individual without 
obtaining either the individual's own informed consent or surrogate consent according 
to national regulation if the person continues to be unable to give consent” is 
particularly helpful. It is unclear what benefit the imposition of a maximum time limit 
seeks to achieve. 

1995 The statement that “In no case must the permission of another person replace the 
requirement of individual informed consent by the woman” would not be correct when 
applied to female children and adults lacking capacity and might be appropriately 
revised. 

2025 In the commentary  
 
“When there is no evidence on the basis of which a potential harm to the fetus can be 
assumed, women who become pregnant must not automatically be removed from the 
study, but must be offered the option to continue or end their participation. In case 
the women opt for continued participation, researchers and sponsors must offer 
adequate monitoring and support.” 
 
The word “must” is used (“must not automatically be removed”) where “should” would 
be preferable. 
  
This paragraph should be amended to make it clear that participants of reproductive 
potential, especially where formal reproductive toxicity data in humans in unavailable, 
should: 
 
1) be clearly informed in advance of the possibility of unknown consequences for the 
unborn child, and  
2) have this repeated and fully discussed in the event of pregnancy.    
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In the event of pregnancy the participant should not be placed under any pressure, 
whether direct or indirect, to continue in the study and the study procedures, 
researcher training and management should reflect this. It is not clear that permitting 
a mother and unborn child to continue on-study with a drug of unknown reproductive 
effect, out-with the context of a study designed for that purpose, is desirable and 
might represent a continued, unnecessary and avoidable risk.  

2030 Whilst we acknowledge that this paragraph regarding “vulnerability” occurs in a 
section concerned with women in research, the concerns expressed apply equally to 
men.  

2056 As above, the statement that “In no case must the permission of another person 
replace the requirement of individual informed consent by the pregnant or lactating 
woman.” is not correct when applied to female children and adults lacking capacity 
and might be appropriately revised. 

2085 The example given would not be compatible with the previous requirement at line 
2058: “For research interventions or procedures that have the potential to benefit 
either pregnant or lactating women or their fetus or infant, risks must be minimized 
and outweighed by the prospect of individual benefit.”  
It might require rewriting to make clear that risks involved in the thalidomide trial were 
not apparent at the time the study was reviewed. 

2146 The statement that “Research with pregnant women must be conducted only in 
settings where these women can be guaranteed access to a safe, legal abortion” is 
contradicted by the qualifying statement (at 2154) that “In such cases research 
projects can be conducted only if a local research ethics committee determines that 
the research has compelling social value for pregnant or women and the women are 
informed about existing restrictions on abortion and possible options for obtaining an 
abortion in another country.” i.e. the word “must” is too strong in the first statement as 
exceptions are allowed. 

2483 The stipulation that “Research ethics committees must review research protocols 
according to the principles set out in these guidelines” is too prescriptive and goes 
beyond the authority of CIOMS. The “must” would be better replaced with “should”. 

2502 Greater emphasis could be placed on the importance of committee independence. 
Research ethics committees provide independent ethical opinions. Pressure can be 
brought to bear from many different directions, not just financial and this guideline 
could make more of the need to avoid this. 

2547   Whilst we agree with the principle that research ethics committees “must include both 
men and women” there may be circumstances where the attendees at any particular 
meeting may either be all male or all female (although the full membership consists of 
both sexes). In addition, much research ethics committee review also takes place in 
small sub committees (for example review of substantial amendments) consisting of 
2 or 3 members. In these circumstances the likelihood that there will be 
representation of both sexes is much reduced. In these circumstances we do not 
believe that the quality of the ethical review is necessarily compromised and, whilst 
supporting the underlying principle, believe it might compromise the proper 
functioning of research ethics committees in practice. 

2550 We do not agree that “representatives from appropriate advocacy groups must be 
invited to meetings”. In many cases this may not be practical or appropriate (for 
example the ethical review by small sub-committee of an amendment that does not 
impact directly upon the well-being of the participants). Whilst such involvement is 
clearly desirable, and we support it as an ideal, it is another example of where the 
use of “must” is too strong. 
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Submitted on behalf of the Health Research Authority by: 

Clive Collett (HRA Ethics, Ethics Guidance & Strategy Manager) 

Health Research Authority  

Ground Floor, Skipton House, 80 London Road, London SE1 6LH United Kingdom 

E: clive.collett@nhs.net     

T: 020 7972 2579 | M: 07827 986349 

www.hra.nhs.uk  
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